Synopsis
(Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist Songbook). A collection of their biggest hits, including: All My Trails * Blowin' in the Wind * Brother Can You Spare a Dime? * Hush-a-Bye * It's Raining * Rolling Home (A Far Cry from Heaven) * Rocky Road * When the Ship Comes In * Leaving on a Jet Plane * and more!
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Customer Reviews
This PPM Deluxe Anthology contains around 80 songs, many of which are also in the PPM Song Book with its 32 song titles. In fact, in the latter there are only about 5-6 additional songs e.g. don’t think twice its alright, when the ship comes in, very last day, the times they are a changing, three ravens. Many lesser known titles can be found here and it must be a joy to play these song for the genuine PPM folknik!

To be honest, I’m 50 years old, and I was NOT a huge fan of Peter, Paul and Mary during the 1960’s. But they did several songs I wanted music for to play at home on my piano, and this really is a wonderful collection of MOST of their major hits. A few are missing (The Wedding Song, recorded long after the 1960’s, I believe; 500 Miles). The arrangements are interesting, moderately difficult to play, but very enjoyable. I’m delighted with this product.

I love Peter Paul and Mary. Their albums were always full of wonderful music arrangements and
styling. This book has guitar chords and a wide selection of songs from their long music careers together. If you were into PPM or are just hearing their music now, this is a good book for learning and playing their songs.

This is the most complete collection of Peter, Paul & Mary songs I've ever seen, with ALL the ones I especially wanted, and a lot of others I'd forgotten about. The illustrated chords even include special fingering they used for some effects. Even with shipping, the anthology worked out to less than 50 cents per song!

These are tunes used by PP&M, but they are not the original arrangements. They are generally simple piano material with guitar chords added. OK as is, but deluxe it's not and anthology is a stretch.

I wish it had more of the vocal parts written out. I wanted to sing something with a few others, and really just the main part is written on most of the songs - I guess the others just harmonized as the spirit led them!

I appreciate this anthology but was looking for a song that's not in it. I still love their work and am glad to have this and can heartily recommend it. The lyrics I need are online and I'll treasure this and find the rest elsewhere.

Wonderful collection. You can find a list of the songs at [...]. I wish would include a list of the contents on their page. I was looking for a particular song and would have paid the price of the book just for that song.
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